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At the Copenhagenmeeting of the International Mineralogical Association, a Commission on the Teaching of M'ineralogy was established.
The fi.rst meeting of the Commissionwas held in Washington, D. C. in
April 1962.At that time, one of the principal items of discussionwas the
beginning coursein mineralogy. How many hours are devoted to it in
lecture and laboratorv? What is its scopeand content? How many minerals are studied? What is the averageage of the students?These and
many other related topics were considered.Most of the membersof the
Commissionhad ready answersand could speakwith authority regarding
the manner in which mineralogyis taught in their respectivecountries.
As the representativefrom the United States,I was at a lossfor answers
and could oniv guessat the content of the average course in the United
States.I know my American colleagueswell enough torealize thev are an
independentgroup. The mere knowledgeof the content of my own course
in no way makesit possiblefor me to predict the content of theirs. Moreover, accordingto the American GeologicalInstitute Report oI 1962,the
number of institutions teaching some mineralogy is large, 228, and the
time devoted to the beginning coursevaries greatly.
In the hope that I could speakwith more authority at the next meeting
of the Teaching Commission,I sent out a questionnaireearly this year to
the 228 institutions teaching mineralogyin the United States.I am sure
that many of you here receivedone and to thosewho completedit, ma1'I
expressmy thanks. Knowing the almost universal dislike for filling out
questionnaires,Ifelt a fifty per cent return would be good.Iwas, therefore,
delighted to have 25 per cent returned by the end of one week and 72
per cent returned by the end of the secondweekl Altogether, there has
beena 93 per cent return.
1 Address of the retiring President of the Mineralogical Society of America at the 44th
19, 1963, Mineralogiannual meeting of the Society at New York, New York-November
cal Contribution No. 410 Harvard Universitv.
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The rapidity with which the questionnaireswere returned, the care
with which they were completed, the many unsolicited comments and
letters, and the almost universal request by the respondentsthat they
be informed of the results, indicated that interest in the teaching of
mineralogy is great. Accordingly, I decided to use the data obtained as
the basis for my talk to you this afternoon.
Concern over the teaching of an elementary mineralogy course is not
new. Since1950,largely through the effortsof the Associationof Geology
Teachers,many thoughtful paperson various aspectsof the subject have
appeared in the Journal of Geological,Ed'ucation. In March, 1956, a
symposium on the Teoching oJ El,ementaryMineralogy was held at West
Virginia University, and the results published in the Journal of Geolog'ical
Edwcation later that year. More recently (June, 196i) a workshop was
held at the University of California at Davis to evaluate the elementary
coursesin mineralogy as taught in California and to make recommendation regarding their teaching. A report summarizing the results of this
workshop was issuedby the California State Department of Education
(1961).Those of you familiar with thesepaperswill discovershortly that
I am sympathetic to most of the ideaspresentedin them.
RBsums ol rHE QuesrroxNernn
Let us first considerthe results of the questionnairewhich give a generalized idea of the present-day mineralogy course. We learn that mineralogy is taught by Departments of Geology or Mineralogy and for
Geoiogy students. The only two exceptions are one Department of
Ceramic Engineering and one Department of Science.Although it is
largely students of Geology who take these courses,many institutions
draw students from other disciplines.In order of decreasingnumbers
they are from chemistry, metallurgy, physics, agronomy, ceramic engineering and a scattering of others.
Some of the larger and more technical institutions offer two or three
coursesof beginning mineralogy each slanted to a different group of students. When more than one courseis offered,the most comprehensiveis
for the geologymajors.
From the answer to the question"What has been the averagenumber
of students taking the courseduring the past five years?", we find that
classesare not large. The number of studentsvariesfrom 1 to 160but the
median is between10and 11 (Fig. 1). Most of thesestudents are Sophomores and Juniors with virtually no Freshmen and only small numbers of
Seniorsand Graduates.
For those institutions answering this question, the combined total of
students taking mineralogy has averaged 2,550 a year for the past five
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years. Extrapolating to include both those institutions not answering
this particular question and those not returning the questionnaire, we
arrived at a figure of nearly 3,100. Thus, in the United States at the
collegelevel, more than 3,000 students a yeat are introduced to the subject of mineralogy.
There is a great variation in the amount of time devoted to the beginning coursewhich rangesfrom one quarter to over an academicyear' The
elementarycourseis coveredin one quarter by 10 per cent of the institutions, one semesterby 51 per cent, two quarters by 7 per cent and a full
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academicyear, two semestersor three quarters,by3l per cent. However,
thesefiguresare not meaningfulunlessconsideredin conjunction with the
number of hours of lecture and laboratory. For example, some one
quarter courseshave more hours of instructions than some two semester
courses(Fig.2). In each of the four groups, the maximum number of
hours of instruction is well over twice the minimum, and in three of the
groups the maximum is over three times the minimum. Thus for the beginning coursein mineralogy hours of instruction vary from 30 to over
250. The median is 90 contact hours.
About one third of the institutions conduct field trips that are required
and another third ofiers optional field trips. Although there are many exceptions those courseshaving the greater number of hours of lecture and
Iaboratorl'tend to have field trips, thus further increasingthe disparity
between the amounts of instruction.
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Answersto specificitems on the questionnaireare as follows:
BlowpipeTests
Are they used?
Wet Chem'ical Tests
Are they used?
Prerequisites
Chemistry?
Geology?

Yes-63;

No-37

per cent

Yes-53;

No-47

per cent

Yes-81;
Yes-60;

No-19
No-40

per cent
per cent

At 66 per cent of the institutes, at least one year of collegechemistry is
prerequisite;another 15 per cent require lesseramounts. The traditional
links of mineralogywith geologyand chemistry,seem,on the whole, to be
preserved.However, it is surprising that nearly half of the institutions
use no chemical tests.
How many minerals studied?
The number of mineralsreported as mentionedin lectureshas little relation to the number of quarters or semestersor to the hours of lecture.
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Furthermore, over 10 per cent of the returns gave no figure for the minerals consideredin lectures. More significant is the number of minerals
studied in the laboratory where specimenscan be handled and their
properties determined. Of the minerals reported studied in the laboratorv, the highest figure was 340, the lowest 30 and the median approximately 100 (Fig. 3).
All but 2 per cent of the coursesuse a standard textbook. Although I
would have been greatly interestedin the answers,I refrainedfrom asking "Which textbook?" Twelve per cent use a separate laboratory
manualland 56 per cent use determinative tables for mineral identification.
Extent of use of crystol' chemicol concePts
Chief basis for descriptive mineralogy
Use extensively.
Is introduced as a separate toPic.
No use made.

Per Cent
40.5
45.0
14.0
0.5
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It thus is apparent that the plea in 1956by the National Associationof
GeologyTeachersfor the wider use of crystal chemicalconceptshas been
heeded,and that mineralogy is largely taught on a foundation of these
ideas.
CnvsrerrocRAPHY
Morphologicai Crystallographyis an integral part of 94 per cent of the
elementarymineralogy courses.In 3 per cent of the institutions, a separate coursein crystallographvis offeredas prerequisiteto mineralogyand
at only one per cent of the institutions is crystallography completely
omitted.
The hours of lecture and laboratory concerned with morphological
crystallographyvary greatly (Table 1). In generalthe fewer the hours devoted to the whole course,the higher the percentageof the time devoted
to crystailography.Apparently most instructors are willing to sacrifice
other aspectsof mineralogy to include a certain minimum of crystalIography.
Tnnr,r 1. Trun SpnNr oN Monpnor,ocrce.r Cnysra,r,r,ocRApHy
Lecture Hours
Range
One
One
Two
Full

Quarter
Semester
Quarters
Year

015
o-24
3-24
2-28

Average

826
10
13
14

Laboratory Flours
t/6Time

Range

4,40
0-48
4-30
0-96

27
23
19

Average

/6Time

IJ

15
21
26

29
28

2+
19

Consideringall the courses,the median is 11 hours of lecture and 13
hours of laboratory for crystallography.Since the median for the course
as a whole is 90 contact hours, crystallography consumesabout onefourth of the time. From Table 1. we seealso that the averagepercentage
of time spent on crystallographyis about 25.
Symmeh'y
Are students held responsible for its recognition? Yes

99; No-1

per cent

H e rm on n - M o ug ui n S y m b o l s
Are they used?

Yes

63; No

37 per cent

Crystal Classes
How many classes are covered? The number of crystal classes considered varies from
2 to 32, the median being 15. However, in one-third of the courses,all the 32 crystal classes
are covered.
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Designation oJ erystal forms
By name only-4 per cent
By Miller indices only-S per cent
By both name and Miller indices-9l

per cent

Krantz uood.enmod.elsor equitalent
Are they used?
Are they used exclusively?
Supplemented with natural crystals?

Yes-98; No-3 per cent
Yes-7 per cent
Yes-91 per cent

Cry slal'logr op hy Lab oratory M anual,
Is a separate manual used?

Yes-10;

No-90

per cent

InterJacial angles
Yes-70; No-30 per cent
Are they measured?
How are they measured?
Contact Goniometer-61 per centl Optical goniometer-9 per cent
Crystal,Projeclions
Yes-56; No-44 Per cent
Stereographic used bY nearlY all
but the gnomonic is introduced
bY a few.

Do students make them?
Type of projection?

Structure mod'els
Are they used?
Do students construct them?

Yes-82; No-18
Yes-29; No-71

Per cent
Per cent

Yes-73;
Yes-25;

No-27
No-75

Per cent
Per cent

Yes-44;

No-56

per cent

X ray techni.quesand PrinciPles
Are they introduced?
Are photographs or strip charts interpreted?
Optical crysldlogr aPhy
Is it introduced?

In approximately 25 per cent of the courses,both thin sectionsbnd
immersion techniquesare discussed.
Ttto "AvBnecE" CouRsE
After reviewing the results of the questionnaire,we can say with considerableassurancewhat was suspectedat the beginning;there is no uniformity to the elementary mineralogy course.Had some questionsbeen
phraseddifierently or others asked,the resultspossiblywould have been
more meaningful but certainly not more uniform. If we take what the
majority doesas being average,this coursecan be summarizedas f ollows:
It is a one semestercoursewith two lecturesand four hours of laboratory a week taught to 10 Sophomoreand Junior geologystudents.With
a prerequisiteof chemistrl', crystal chemistry is extensively used as a
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basis for descriptive mineralogy. Blowpipe and wet chemicar tests are
usedfor the studv of 100 mineral species.Determinative tablesfound in
standard textbooks are used for mineral identification.
About one-fourth of the courseis devoted to crystallography.In the
study of crystal morphology wooden models and natural crystals are
used on which interfacial anglesare measuredwith a contact goniometer
and then projected stereographically.International symmetry symbols
are use,fifteen crystal classesare considered,and forms are indicated by
both names and Miller indices. In consideringthe structure of crvstals,
structure models are used and x-ray techniquesand principles are discussed.
This then is the "average" course;but is it the best course?Of all the
many branches of the geologicalsciences,mineralogy is probably the
most fundamental.rn their specialized areasthe petrologist,the economic
geologist,the geochemist,the sedimentationistare all practicing mineralogists.The structural geologists,the geomorphologistsand the geophysicists are also concernedwith minerals and the way they respond
in various physical and chemicalenvironments.Frequently the only mineralogy per se to which these specialistshave been exposedis the elementary mineralogy course.Does a one semestercourse of 90 contact
hours permit sufficient time to build an adequate mineralogical background? I believeit doesnot, particularly if we are to allow some time to
make excursionsinto other fields. This is desirablenot only to point up
the dependenceof mineralogyon other disciplinesbut alsoto demonstrate
mineralogy'scontribution to them.
Wnar Snouro WB Tsecu?
The excellentcourseas taught a generationago will not be even a good
courseto-day unlessnew materiai has been added. As the sciencegrows,
we must grow with it. But if we add material as it comesalong, something of the old must go if the time available for presentationremains
the same.Much that is old is still good and we must not omit it merely
becauseit is old. on the other hand, we should not add material merely
becauseit is new. Each new techniq'e, concept,and idea shourdbe carefully weighed and the question answered-will it add more to the overall
understandingof minerals than the old material sacrificedto permit its
i n t r o d u c t i o n?
From the results of the questionnaire,it appearsthat the teachersof
our "average" coursehave made an effort to maintain this balance.Some,
I feel, still teach the courseof thirty years ago with littre change.This is
done by a few as the result of consideredjudgment; they are convinced
this is the best course.A larger group, r believe,teach a courseas was
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taught them becauseit's the most effortlessway to do it. They may argue
that the new concepts are much too advanced for the elementary
student. In many such cases,if the instructors were honest with themselves,the answer would be that the conceptsare too advancedfor the
instructors. The beginning student has no basis for comparison.Whatever is presentedto him by his professor-This is Mineralogy.
At the other extreme,there is a small group of instructors who accept
the idea that everything that is new is good and must be introduced into
the elementary course at the expenseof practically everything that is
old. Their coursescan scarcelybe recognizedas mineralogy. In a way'
mineralogy is unique in being the meeting place of other sciences.Physical and chemicalprinciplesare used but the mineralogistshould not try
to outdo the physicist or chemist. The world will be the poorer if the
mineralogistloseshis identification lr'ith natural scienceand geology.As
teachers of mineralogy it is our function and duty to preserve this relationship.
What should be included to-day in the elementary course?First, we
should stress recognition and determination of the common minerals.
This should be the coreof every courseand for it most of the old methods
still have a place.To know the mineralsone must handle them-as many
as possible,examine them carefnlly, and glean all the information possiblefrom them with pocket knife and hand lens.By the end of the course
100-150 minerals should be recognizedas old friends by their physical
propertiesor simpletests.
For 100years the blowpipehas beena major tool for mineral identification. Although it has been abandonedin many institutions in favor oI
more sophisticateddeterminativemethods,it is still usedby the majority.
This is good, for the blowpipe has not outlived its usefulness.It has a
place in modern mineralogy that is not taken by the polarizing microscopeor the r-ray camera.Minerals are chemicalelementsor compounds
and their chemistry is their most important property. Thus for the beginning student, the blowpipe servesnot only as an excellentdeterminative tool but keepsthe chemistry constantll,beforehim. For example,he
learnsthat an unknown mineral is a sulfate containing strontium. When
he tracks it down, it has beenbrought home to him that strontium sulfate
is celestite.This is a much more rewarding experiencethan arriving at a
name by looking up a seriesof numbersin a table that to the student has
no relation to any of the obviouspropertiesof the mineral.It is frequently
the quickestmethod as well. If more advancedmethodsof mineral determination are used at an early stage, the student may come to rely on
them so completely that he may never again look critically at the specimen he is trying to identify. The teachingmethods should call attention
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to the easily observedproperties,not obscure them. In this age of high
speedcomputers,the student may feel he is using advancedmethods if
he can feed information into a machine and have the answer appear on
the print-out. We should do this in a way. Feed the information into the
computer-the student's head and come out with the answer.
It is my firm conviction that traditional methods of mineral study
should be used in the elementarycourse.If this is done, the student who
has this as his only mineralogy will have been taught the fundamental
properties that will enable him to recognize minerals in the fieid. And
those intending to take more advanced courses will have established a
firm foundation on which to basethem.
There is no instructional substitute for observing minerals in the field
in their natural environments.A plea for this was made by Landes in his
Presidential address "Geological Mineralogv" delivered before the
Mineralogical Society of America in 1945 (Landes 1946).More recently
papers by Heald (1956) and Roy (1957) emphasizethe desirability of
this approach.The resultsof the questionnaireshow that over one-third
of the courseshave neither required nor optional field trips. This is unfortunate, for only by seeingminerals in associationwith each other can
the student gain a proper understanding of the interplay of the geoIogicaland geochemicalprocesses
that gave rise to them. It is here that he
learns that mineralogy is not a completely separatesegment of earth
science,but is closely integrated with geochemistry,petrology, ore deposits, and sedimentologv.Whether or not minerals can be seen in the
field, they should not be studied as isolated phases but rather in associated suites.This is not only valuable from the parageneticviewpoint,
but also as an aid to identification. We recognize minerals, as we do
people,by the company they keep.
The approach to crystallographv to-day is and should be different
from that of 50 years ago since so much has been learned regarding internal structure. Nevertheless,the study of crystal morphology need be
little changed.On the basis of symmetry, crystals classesshould be defined and grouped into crystal systems. Forms should be named and
Miller indices assignedto them. The use of well-formed crystals in mineral identification should be stressed.
In spite of the fact that crystallographyis an exact science,it has at
the elementary level been treated in a qualitative manner. There is an increasingtendency, and quite properly so, to make it more quantitative.
The proportion of students who are measuring and projecting crystal
anglesand using them to calculate axial ratios is much higher today than
formerly. The reason for this is not merely to put more rigor into the
course,but now an axial ratio, calculated from morphologicalmeasure-
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ments can be comparedwith the structural axial ratio. This comparrson
usually shows them to be in good agreement and brings home to the
student the fact that the facesand anglesbetweenthem are the outward
expressionof the structure.
In teaching elementary crystallography, it is important that the
most generally acceptednames and symbols be used at the beginning.
Theseare, for the namesof the crystal classes,those proposedby Groth;
and for symmetry, the international symbols. Oversimplification and
overgeneralizationis not a kindness. If this is done and the student later
u n d e r t a k e sa s t u d y o f c r y s t a l l o g r a p h yi n a m o r e r i g o r o t r sm a n n e r , h e
finds he must unlearn a great deal.
There is much that the elementary courseincludes or should include
that was not taught a generationago. This material is more concerned
with ideas leading to a fundamental understanding of the properties of
minerals than with methods and techniques.Most of these conceptsderive from our increasedknowledgeof crystal structure and are embodied
in the relatively new scienceof crystal chemistry. In them the student
can discover most satisfying explanationsof many of the problems that
baffied mineralogists only a short time ago. Polymorphism, ionic substitution, and solid solution become meaningful. The relationship of the
physical properties of specific gravity, hardness, and cleavage can be
understood in the light of internal structure and chemistry. The classification of minerals, particularly of the silicates, is given logical explanation.
For the averagestudent to grasp quickly the ideasinvolved in crystal
structure and crystal chemistry, he should see and handle atomic packing models.Word descriptionsand photographsare but poor substitutes
for the modelsthemselves.With a few well-chosenmodels,chemicalbonding, ionic radii, ionic substitution, coordination, and structure-type are
graphically demonstrated.Better still if time and materials permit, the
actual construction of a simple structure-type model will fix these principles firmly in the student's mind.
According to the results of the questionnaire, nearly half of the courses
taught in the U. S. make extensiveuseof crystal chemistry, and I am sure
the studentshave a better understandingof mineralogyas a result.
When a student completesthe elementary course' he cannot be considered a trained mineralogist. I{owever, it is our duty and responsibility
at even this early stage to try to interest the good student in mineralogy
as a life work. In fairness to him we must point out the various opportunities for employment. Some,of course,will becometeachersbut teaching openings are becoming scarce in mineralogy. Most mineralogists in
training must look forward to working for industry or in a private or
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government sponsoredresearchlaboratory. The student's first question,
then, is likely to be, "What does a mineralogistdo in such a capacitv?"
When we face this question squarely, we find that a high percentageof
trained mineralogistsare working on high temperature-high pressure
phase equilibria, crystal growth, and mineral synthesis.Is it possibleto
introduce a little of each of theseinto the elementarycourse?I believeit
is and without consumingtoo much time.
We probabiy cannot teach much about phase equilibrium diagrams,
but we can demonstrate the inversion of one polymorphic form to another. For example, mercury iodide (HgIr) melted (m.p. 259' C) on a
microscopeobject glasswill, on cooling, crystallize as the yellow orthorhombic form, which will invert at !26o C to the red tetragonal polymorph. Also, crystals can be grown without elaborateequipment following procedures similar to those outlined in Crystals and,Crystal Grou'ing
by Singer and Holden (1960). Crystal growing projects can be assigned
to be carried out on the student's own time with a report on his findings
due at the end of the term.
High temperature-high pressuresynthesisis more difficult but it can
be done as a demonstrationif a simple ladies bomb is available.The instructor can show the amounts of the various ingredientsbeing weighed
out, sealthe bomb, and put it in the furnace.Toward the end of the term
he can let the classsee the opening of the bomb, view the results, and
write a report on what happened.If the courseis taught at a university
where researchin high pressure high temperature s1'nthesisis being
carried out by graduate students or others, the problem is simplified for
the instructor. Arrangementscan be made for the classto visit the laboratory where the experimentsare made and have the researcherconduct
the demonstrations.
It is important that the elementary student be aware not only of the
type of work a mineralogist does but also of the methods and instruments he usesin advanced study. At the appropriate times during the
course,demonstrationsor explanationsshould be given of magnetic and
heavy Iiquid mineral separation and difierential thermal analysis. The
student should be introduced to the polarizing microscope and told of
what can be accomplishedwith it by a personskilled in its use. Sincethe
resultsof r-ray study have so revolutionizedmineralogicalthought, every
student should be awareof them. He shouldnot only be made consciousof
their existencebut also should be told what information can be obtained
by using different methods.Little can be gained by having him use the
instrument he doesn't understand. But he will benefit greatly from a
demonstration of how it is used. The interpretation of strip charts or
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powder films will give him both a senseof accomplishmentand a feelingof
having been initiated into a technique that stands at the frontier of the
sclence.
H o w S n o u r - oW e ' I o a c n ?
I have outlined briefly what I feel should be taught in the elementary
course.How to teach it presentsa more difficult problem. Perhaps the
best guaranteeof the successof an instructor is his spontaneousenthusiasm for his subject.Minerals in the field and hand specimenare aesthetically pleasing and their identifi.cationis a stimulating chaliangeto the
student's ingenuity. The occurrence,extraction, and use of mineralsis a
fascinating human document. Thus to gain the student's interest it is
necessaryonly for the instructor to avoid obscuringthe intrinsic attractivenessof the subject by stuffy pedagogy.Many a good student has been
attracted to the field by a fascinatingcoursein elementarygeology,only
to be turned away by a poorly taught coursein mineralogy.Elementary
mineralogy can be made interesting without sacrificingquality; indeed,
the quality can be enhancedby so doing.
A generation ago many mineralogy coursesconsistedlargely of the
memorization of isolated facts about different minerals. As a result thel'
were dull and the student maintained an interest not becauseof the instruction but in spite of it. We are fortunate in that to-day we have in
crystal chemistryan excitingapproachto the subject as a whole.It serves
as a unifying thread joining the many facts of descriptive mineralogy
that often appear quite separateand unrelated.It not only ties together
the propertiesof a singlespeciesbut, as recently pointed out by Gillerman
(1962), gives a new dimension to mineral genesisand association.Interest in any coursecan be generatedby the early introduction of crystal
chemistry conceptsand maintained by their continued use'
Not all mineralogy coursestaught by our elderswere dull' We would
do well to considerthem, for many of the things that were stimulating to
their students may be equally stimulating to ours' One of the great
American teachersof mineralogy was Charles Palache. He was disappointed in the mineralogy coursehe took as an undergraduate.His personal notes say of it there was "nothing living about the subject; only
models,formulae, and drudgery." He made certain that his own course
would not be subject to the same criticism. Although his students were
thoroughlv trained in fundamentals,the lectureswere enlivenedin many
ways. In addition to numerous anecdotesof his personal experiences,
there were descriptionsof famous localities,storiesof discovery and development, genesisand association,and unusual mineral uses'I am sure
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there are many coursestaught in the United States where the Palache
or similar influence still exists, and mineralogy is made to come alive with
the namesof faraway placesassociatedwith the mineralsfound there and
the men who found them.
Becausethere is so much that is desirableto include in the elementary
mineralogy course,I feet that one semesterwith two lecturesa week is
insufficienttime to presentit. Increasingthe lecturesto three a week in
many caseswould permit introduction of new material while retaining
the best of the old. If, however, the time can't be increased,something
must go. What should be left out? This question has been answered
difierently by different instructors, but material omitted from the lectures need not necessarilybe omitted from the course.Certain parts of
the subject the student can learn on his own from the textbook and
selectedoutsidereading.I agreewith Faust (1956) that under theseconditions "The most vulnerableparts of the course,-will be those sections
dealingwith topographicalmineralogyand the economicaspects."
Most coursesin mineralogy should make more use of homework. This
in no way increasesthe contact hours but has a most salutary effect on
the student. Problems should be assignedover which the student must
puzzle to find the answers.People may f orget facts, but they never forget
hard work. Homework problems can be given in many things, particuIarly in the crystallographic portions of the course.
Throughout the course we must not lose sight of the fact that mineralogyis a natural science.Its increasinglycloserelationship to physics
and chemistry may terrd to obscure the fundamental difference in the
underlying philosophy of mineralogy from that of physical sciences.The
mineralogist starts with a crystal as an accomplishedfact and from this
imperfect reality works toward generalizationsregarding structure and
properties.The physicist and chemistdo the reverse.They work from an
idealizedpicture of perfect structure toward assumedproperties,rarely
borne out by experienceor experiment.A further difierencearisesfrom
the great concernof the mineralogistfor the genetic,historical, and economic consequencesof his findings, as well as from his different approach
to sourcesof information. The colrt of final appeal in mineralogyis the
earth's rockv crust itself, rather than the controlled laboratory experiment. This difference is a wholesome one and has much to ofier the
student in a philosophicalsense.Many a student awed by the profound
mathematical generalizations and complex technology of physics and
chemistry, finds meaning and understanding in physical and chemical
princ;ples,in a well-taught coursein mineralogy. As teachersof such a
course,in our concernwith atoms,chemicalbonds,and spacelattices,we
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must not becomeinsensitiveto the imaginative appeal of the world of
minerals that lies in orderedbeautv beneathour feet.
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